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Hi again peeps.  This issue is extremely text-heavy, so I thought I’d give you 
this (relatively) cheery picture to start you off.  Caption contest, anyone?  

Bonus points if you can name the production without looking it up. 
 
 
Glee, or, ‘Will it play anywhere other than Peoria?’ 
 
So yes, people, Glee has made it to the UK.  I’ve only peripherally seen High 
School Musical but the influence is pretty difficult to deny.  My hubby and I 
pretty much knew Glee was for us when we were watching the pilot, which 
contained none other than, ‘On My Own’ from Les Miserables, which as I’ve 
mentioned before is the show my hubby works on.  But the real clincher was 
that early on in the episode is Journey’s ‘Lovin,’ Touchin,’ Squeezin.’  As I 
pointed out to Hubby, ‘they weren’t gonna have Journey and not have ‘Don’t 
Stop Believin.’  Of course they did, and what people in Britain don’t 
understand about ‘Don’t Stop Believin’ is that it carries this completely made-
up nostalgic perception of itself as a seminal American 80s rock tune, first 
appropriated by Family Guy and probably a few others a few years ago, and 
now it’s completely misappropriated by bloody Simon Cowell and Joe 
McElderry, jumping on the Glee bandwagon. Ugh, *spat spat.* Hubby and I 
used ‘Don’t Stop Believin’ to great effect in the opening of our video 
equivalent of holiday snaps from our Iowa trip in 2008.  It was practically 
autobiographical: ‘Just a small town girl / Livin’ in a lonely world / She took 
a midnight train goin’ anywhere…’ (Sorry, I am seriously digressing.  Ahem.) 
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I spent many years in my rural and nearly all-Caucasian junior high and high 
school choirs as an alto and we sang everything from a madrigal to a fugue to 
‘Scarborough Fair’ to a medley (ugh, horrible, horrible pop medleys).  Ours 
was not quite the equivalent of ‘glee club,’ we would have probably called it a 
rough equivalent of a ‘show choir,’ which really just means there is some kind 
of light choreography but stoles and gowns all around.  I do remember feeling 
pretty chuffed that my first year of high school we managed to persuade some 
blokes to join us for the first time in many years of the school’s history, thus 
we could finally sing SAB (but rarely SATB) arrangements.  Glee, therefore, is 
not exactly how I remember things, but not just because we didn’t have a full 
glee club with full costumes and dances.   
 
What I love about watching Glee, and any other show which purports to be set 
in ‘Midwestern’ or ‘rural’ America (Glee is set in Ohio), is how untrue to life a 
lot of it is.  My favourite example is in Smallville, wherein the high school has 
a swimming pool.  A pool, which is just completely and utterly ridiculous as 
no rural high school in America has a swim team or a swimming pool, unless 
mayhaps some hugely rich benefactor has donated its construction 
specifically.  Glee, of course, is based around a theatrical and cinematic 
tradition of musicals, and of what Britons understand by the term, 
‘pantomime.’  You have the Big Baddie Athletic Director Witch and her 
Minions, the Cheerleaders (who, by the way, never wear anything other than 
their cheerleading costumes); the Questionable Non-mother (just watch the 
show, you’ll understand what I mean) in the hero’s wife; the Redheaded 
Princess co-worker teacher; A Handsome Singing Hero who reminds you a 
lot of Justin Timberlake, and a hell of a lot of singing Munchkins.   In between 
you’ve got all the high school stereotypes: Dumb Jock, Very Camp Gay Boy, 
Brainy Overachiever Girl, Blonde Perfect-Looking Cheerleaders. One of the 
Cheerleaders is Moral So-Called Christian but Actually Hypocrite Girl, and let 
me tell you, I know all-too-well the reality that stereotype comes from.  
Students are deciding which instructors are hired and fired (haven’t they ever 
heard of tenure?) and there are some seriously incredible theatrical and 
rehearsal spaces which a Midwestern public high school is never going to 
afford.  Or, would never invest in, as the position the show is obviously 
taking is the same one as VH1’s ‘Save the Music’ campaign, which is 
generally a sentiment of ‘please can we invest in the arts in public schools 
instead of the easy, obvious, and possibly evil athletics?’ 
 
As such, I can forgive the unlikelihood of a heavy black girl, a gay teenage 
white boy, a prodigy female voice, a girl of Asian descent, and a student in a 
wheelchair,  all ending up in the same glee club in the same high school, and 
ticking all the inclusivity and ‘marginalised teenager’ boxes.  I am sure the 
show is fully self-aware of these things and is stretching reality on purpose, so 
I have no real, official complaint as such.  This is particularly illustrated by the 
off-the-cuff comment in one of the episodes, where one of the students 
proclaims his pool-cleaning business, and his classmate asks him how many 
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pools there are in Ohio.  (Not in the high school, OK, like I toldjya.)   But it 
does point toward the overall ‘acceptability’ of television narratives in the 
USA, that the reality just wouldn’t be ‘interesting’ or ‘accepted’ enough by the 
rest of the country or the world.  It makes someone like me, who knew that 
reality for the whole of my formative years, wonder what the rest of the world 
is assuming or learning from a place like The Simpsons in their Springfield, 
Clark in his Smallville, or the Glee club in its hometown.  This is even with the 
hyper- or non-reality of comic book/cartoon/musical/panto elements placed 
aside. 
 
Now, if you’ll excuse me… *cue accompaniment from out of nowhere* I will 
now sing ‘My Hometown’ by Bruce Springsteen…  
  
 
Rock & Chips 
 
I think I liked this Only Fools and Horses prequel.  My first thought about it is: 
whoa, what kind of amount of money did the producers spend on the music 
licensing??  Maybe this is an opportunity to present and sell a soundtrack? 
‘Poison Ivy,’ ‘Rockin’ Robin,’ ‘I Want to Take You Home,’ etc.   I was thrilled 
to hear Marty Robbins’ ‘El Paso’ rather appropriately placed as Freddie the 
Frog is quietly seducing Joanie.  I also thought that losing the ‘Sex, Drugs’ 
from the title was moronic, considering how much sex and drugs (and 
profanity) was contained in the actual programme.  But, The Good Ol’ Boy 
Del does scold his mates when they’re taking the hard stuff.  Phil Daniels did 
a pretty good Granddad.  The Denzil casting was totally crazy-awesome.  
Couldn’t say I was entirely shocked to see Rose Tyler’s ‘Del Boy’ dad playing 
… well, Del Boy’s dad.   Though Freddie Robbed All as his name implies, I 
really enjoyed Nicholas Lyndhurst’s portrayal, making him a romantic, 
sympathetic character who really thought he was in love (and he gets to 
swear, too).   Poor old Slater, though, a traditional trip and a drug trip all in 
one.  I don’t think we’ll ever find out what happened in between the recovery 
which caused a ridiculous guilt so deeply-rooted he became a cop, and 
marrying Raquel.   
 
 
No H-H-Holdings Infringed, Mr H-H-Hancock  
 
On a related note, I noticed the other day on Go On Laugh Daily (though I’m 
sure it’s one of those things I had known but somehow forgotten) that Tim 
Hancock produced the first couple of series of The Green Green Grass, and it 
appears that he represents(ed?) John Sullivan.  In the last issue I found two 
different ‘Shazam Productions,’ one which produced TGGG and Rock and 
Chips, and another in Austin, Texas.  They use incredibly similar-looking 
logos,* but they appear to have no other similarity between them.  You, being 
in the sort of audience I think I have, may well know Hancock represents the 
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Nation Estate and thus the Daleks, and that he is Tony’s nephew.  In which 
case, an open note to Mr Hancock: 
 
Dear Mr Hancock 
 
I’ve nothing what so very ever to do with Shazam Productions, Austin, Texas 
or Shazam Productions, United Kingdom.  I only noticed the logos are similar.   
Please do not shoot the messenger.  NOR SUE the messenger (which would 
be worse, after all).  Please. 
 
Many thanks, you fantabulous man, you. 
 
Sincerely 
~Lea   
 
P.S. Quick question: how on earth did Adrian Hodges get away with a 
‘creator’ credit on Survivors?  Did he create the trees from whence the pulp 
was derived, to mill the paper the books were printed on?  My brain boggles. 
 
P. P. S. Please excuse my h-h-horrible nervous stutters.  
 
* The Austin company’s website, http://www.shazamproductions.com has 
changed since I wrote the last issue – the logo remains but a redesign of the 
site is imminent.  Maybe Tim’s solicitors are waaay ahead of me on this one?   
  
 
[Late] Night Moves 
 
‘Ain’t it funny how the night moves …  
When you just don’t seem to have as much to lose?’   
– Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band 
 
Well peeps, if you weren’t aware of this, recently there’s been quite a 
controversy and shake-up in the States between NBC, Jay Leno, and Conan 
O’Brien about who is hosting what show in primetime or late night.  One year 
ago, Leno was host of The Tonight Show at 11.35 Eastern time, O’Brien was 
host of Late Night at 12.35 ET, and all was right with the world.  But things 
have changed, and turned very sour, very quickly.  Here is what’s happened, 
I understand it, with my view from below as Interested Humble Li’l Ol’ Meeja 
Consumer.  Believe it or not I am attempting to be as concise as possible, and 
forgive me if my tenses don’t agree, because a lot of this was written as events 
unfolded. 
 
The saga begins, properly, back in 1992.  Johnny Carson was leaving The 
Tonight Show and there was a media buzz about who would replace him.   At 
his peak, the Carson-hosted Tonight Show was making a third of the total ad 
revenue for NBC (this was before the permeation of the multi-digital-channel 
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model, however).  He was, and still is, the undisputed ‘King of Late Night’ 
chat shows.*  Anyway, at the time, the host and creator of NBC’s Late Night, 
David Letterman (aired directly following Carson at 12.30 ET) obviously 
expected to get promoted to the job.  But in a twist, NBC gave Jay Leno the 
job, and Letterman jumped ship to CBS later on in 1993, creating the Late Show 
opposite Leno.  O’Brien then took over Late Night, having written for Saturday 
Night Live and produced The Simpsons, he was pretty much placed by Lorne 
Michaels, long-time producer of SNL and founder of Broadway Video.  A 
book was written about the flap called The Late Shift which was made into an 
HBO movie later on. 
 
Now I have liked Leno for a long time – he is often known as ‘The Nicest Guy 
in Hollywood.’   I read his autobiography, Leading with My Chin, many years 
ago.  The only reason to hate him is that he hardly sleeps at all, functioning on 
something like 5 hours a night.  Anywho, he felt bad about the way things 
were conducted in 1992; how there was a media circus and Letterman was 
treated poorly.  He also never thanked Carson on-air, at the behest of his then-
producer, who was later ousted.  So as near as I can tell, when NBC 
approached him about 4-5 years ago to announce that O’Brien would take 
over the tonight show in 2009, he agreed.  This was all to keep Conan from 
jumping to another network when his contract ran out.  Leno apparently 
wanted to be certain that the handover was seen to be very amicable, and he 
made O’Brien his last guest on his last edition of The Tonight Show.   
 
Where things took a bit of a turn for the worse was that NBC has been in the 
dire straits of lack of ad revenue and expensive programming for a good long 
while.  (Hate to blame this on the useless head bod Jeff Zucker placing far too 
many crappy reality shows in the schedule, amongst other stupid actions on 
his part, but … tch, waitminnit, no I don’t.)  So they apparently convinced 
Leno that he should do a primetime talk show, called The Jay Leno Show, at 10 
PM Eastern Time.  This has traditionally been a slot for drama for many years, 
but hey-ho, a talk show is much cheaper, so NBC saves money.  NBC took a 
gamble here, trying a primetime nightly talk show which hasn’t really been 
done on network television regularly for about 30-40 years.  The gamble 
didn’t work, and NBC is poised for some very expensive losses, both in terms 
of money and reputation (and they certainly can’t afford it). 
 
The Jay Leno Show had apparently received ‘acceptable’ ratings by NBC’s 
standards.  But the local affiliates are making huge losses in ad revenue, 
because not enough people are watching the 10 PM ET Leno show, and 
therefore there is no lead-in audience tuning in to local affiliate news at 11 PM 
ET.  Affiliates (historically at least) are not, as the name implies, owned by 
NBC, they tend to be third parties.  They have actively complained to NBC 
about losing viewers and revenue.  Ratings are apparently not ‘good enough,’ 
for The Tonight Show with O’Brien, despite the fact that he has had only about 
7 months to try to find his audience and get the show where it needs to be.  
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This is despite the fact that he was given an astonishingly long time to find his 
footing on Late Night in 1992 onward – the ratings were poor for a good few 
years and he didn’t really hit his stride until about 3-5 years into the show.  
(One might wonder if this current situation is a product of some kind of 
backbiting resulting from ruffled feathers in years gone by.)  
 
So, NBC are left to try to keep everyone happy: 1) local affiliates, 2) Leno with 
a chat show, 3) O’Brien with The Tonight Show at the 11.30 (or 35) PM slot.   
They offered O’Brien a slot for The Tonight Show at 12.05 AM Eastern Time, 
and moving The Jay Leno Show to 11.30 PM ET, cut down to a half hour from 
an hour.  O’Brien balked.  NBC have come back with, there is nothing in your 
contract to state The Tonight Show’s timeslot. O’Brien & entourage have 
pointed out, the timeslot is implied, because The Tonight Show has been in the 
same timeslot for 60 years, and it’s been pointed out by many that The Tonight 
Show at 12.05 AM would actually be The Tomorrow Show.   
 
So … stalemate. Cue the massive influx of lawyers and agents. 
 
The seeming end of the story appears to be a $45 million payout to Conan 
O’Brien, of which $30 million he will keep, and the rest will be paid out as 
severance to his staff, nearly all of whom had relocated to L.A. from NY.  The 
earliest he could join another network would be September.   
 
All this serves to prove is that the local network affiliate model is effectively 
broken and probably set to become extinct with new digital models in place.  
The only thing that concerns me about this prospect is the difficulty in 
keeping any local programming in place, despite the fact that it’s only really 
news and current affairs at the moment. 
 
I was going to write that the upshot of all this is one Mr David Tennant is 
probably at this very moment moving forward with a USA working visa to do 
Rex Is Not Your Lawyer, apparently because NBC are in an utter quandary 
about what to put on at 10 PM ET and ordered up a series from the pilot.  
Unfortunately Entertainment Weekly reported on 24/25 January that the sets 
for Rex are going back into storage.  So I guess this doesn’t mean a no-go for 
the autumn schedule, but who can tell these things with Zucker at the helm? 
 
*Carson was born in Corning, Iowa in 1925 (natch).     
 
Animated Comment 
As much as I hate to take sides in this whole mess, because I’m entertained by 
both guys (and it definitely took more than just two to tango on this one), as I 
was reading so much comment about this on the internet , someone posted a 
link to this video.  It’s a comment from the late great Bill Hicks about Jay 
Leno, whom he called a ‘Company Man’ so many years ago.  Someone 
animated his comments and put it on YouTube.  The guest is Joey Lawrence, 
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who was known for playing stupid idiot characters at the time.  It seems 
pretty eerily accurate.  Profanity Alert – if you’re easily offended by that sort 
of thing (it’s Bill Hicks, after all!) 
 
http://tinyurl.com/lenocompanyman 
 
 
Filk Corner 
Also in honour of this exquisite NBC Late Night Mess, I decided to write a 
filk.  For the uninitiated:  ‘filk’ is a fine American fandom tradition of 
gathering together to sing folk songs, novelty songs, parody songs, etc. at 
conventions and fan events.  By extension this applies to anyone writing 
parodies or satires in song.  Legend has it that the term originates from the 
misspelling of the word ‘folk’ in some kind of fan convention schedule or 
newsletter.  I’m willing to go along with that explanation.  So, ladies and 
gents, here is my filk about NBC, Jay Leno, Conan O’Brien, and the whole late 
night debacle.   You’ll need no help guessing the song. 
 
A host left … NY 
His hopes …. Were high 
Ain’t that a shame? 
Conan’s just the same 
Ain’t that a shame? 
NBC’s so lame …. 
 
Leno’s …. new start 
Was broke … apart 
Ain’t that a shame? 
He’s good at his game 
Ain’t that a shame? 
A show with his name…. 
 
Conan’s … so spry 
With bare-ly … a try 
Ain’t that a shame? 
The revenue waned 
Ain’t that a shame? 
He’s feelin’ the strain…. 
 
Content-ed sighs 
At hosts’ … goodbyes 
Ain’t that a shame? 
It all turned to pain 
Ain’t that a shame? 
NBC’s insane …. 
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Who says … goodbye 
If the off-er’s high? 
Ain’t that a shame? 
Money is the bane 
Ain’t that a shame? 
NBC’s to blame …. 
 
 
Theorem and Postulate 
 
1) The Law of Conservation of Hiccups © me 
 
The total number of hiccups in life is not reduced by artificial means to stop 
hiccupping, including holding one’s breath, drinking an entire glass of water 
without stopping, etc.   This has been observed because hiccups always 
manage to return. 
 
2) My Rules of the Strange Place in Any Narrative © me 
or, ‘The Hero [Sandwich] in a Thousand Places’ 
 
Gleaned from many years of consumption of narratives but mainly credited to 
the young Proserpina/Persephone, who makes a huge mistake when she is 
abducted by Hades/Pluto, and she eats pomegranate seeds in underworld.  
As a result she is forced to go back there each half-year, and her mother 
Ceres/Demeter mourns for her, which is why vegetation dies in autumn and 
winter.  Ergo, this tends to apply particularly in the 
fantastical/mythological/science fiction genres. 
 
As follows: 
 
NEVER eat or drink anything in the Strange Place you’ve ended up in. (The 
Strange Place is the new kingdom, the alternative dimension, the unexplored 
planet, the pocket universe, etc.)  Consequences are usually disastrous.  
Absolute double and triple goes for shagging in the Strange Place (unless 
you’re Captain Kirk of course.) 
 

 
For the Regal Beagles and Legal Eagles 

© 2010 Lea, except stuff that isn’t Lea, which 
should be pretty obvious.  Stuff that isn’t Lea 
used for illustrative, informative & 
educational purposes only.  If you want to 
use any of my stuff anywhere else, I am 
usually pretty reasonable so please just ask.  
You can email me at venusianspearmint at 
yahoo dot com 


